Enable Vendors To Be Self-Sufficient:
Stop Calls and Emails, Enhance Service and Strengthen AP’s Reputation
Challenge:

AP departments get invoice payment inquiries on about 11% of invoices received, which is labor intensive and costly. Telephone calls and emails regarding verification of invoice receipt and payment status must be handled, inquiries researched and responses made. The time spent adds up quickly.

Solution:

InvoiceInfo is a high-impact vendor self-service application that has been adopted by leading companies with award-winning P2P operations. With InvoiceInfo, your suppliers use a self-service solution to get their invoice inquiries answered online 24/7! Vendors are happy because they get answers when they want them through a credible online source without having to spend time on hold or leave messages and wait for a response. AP staffers are happy because they don’t have to constantly answer the phone and emails inquiring about invoice payment status. C-level managers are happy because costs are cut or AP staff can be dedicated to other tasks. A win-win for all parties!

Put InvoiceInfo to Work in Your AP Department Today and See Productivity Soar!

- **Reduces costs and increases productivity** by stopping invoice inquiry calls and emails
- **Simple S-a-a-S implementation** — your organization can be up and running in as little as two weeks with very little staff time and effort
- **A proven turnkey application**, easily compatible with your present system, simple to use and ready to implement
- **Flexible**—ERP neutral and works with all data formats
- **Ease of use for vendors and no vendor fees** maximize vendor adoption so you can start reaping the benefits right away
- **Eliminates risk of compromise** to your financial system
- **Supplier usage reports** are just a click away so you can gauge analytics and supplier usage; every inquiry is logged into the system and data can be analyzed a variety of ways
InvoiceInfo helps AP departments reduce calls and emails about invoice inquiries. Would you like to stop these calls and emails with a simple, proven solution?
InvoiceInfo is Simple for AP, IT and Vendors

- **Ease of use** facilitates adoption, eliminating calls and emails
- **No tedious registration** or cost for vendors
- **Unique, maintenance-free** login system
- **Supplier gets immediate answers** to inquiries
- **ERP neutral**, accepts all data formats
- **Implement** in as little as two weeks
- **Low upfront effort and cost** produces ongoing exceptional results

InvoiceInfo is Efficient

- **Stop calls and emails** by empowering your vendors to be self-sufficient
- **No need to commit to a large project**
- **Easy and fast to set up** with minimal or no IT time required
- **Provides 24/7 access** to data
- **Visible, high-impact benefits**
- **Low cost structure**
- **No costly** stakeholder management and maintenance procedures
- **Metrics and analytics reporting** identifies opportunities for process improvements

InvoiceInfo is Effective

- **Eliminate emails and calls** regarding invoice payment status
- **Pays for itself** by freeing up valuable staff hours and boosting efficiency
- **Strengthen relationships** with all AP customers — suppliers and internal
- **Security features** reduce risk
- **SaaS application** does not put sensitive information on ERP or other financial software platforms at risk
- **“Best of breed” data centers** provide five levels of physical security